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Particle creation
in expanding universe

Takahasi-Umezawa 1957

Parker 1969

Particle creation by
black holes, etc

Hawking, Fulling, Unruh, Wald

1973...78

Conceptual & Math
consolidation
 * Hadamard states
 * renormalization of stress-energy
 * algebraic formulation
 * scattering on spacetimes 
    with horizons

1978...1995

Modern stage, Construction and Application

* microlocal spectrum
  condition
* local general covariance
* QEIs 
* local thermal equilibrium

* perturbative renorm.
  & construction of interacting
  models
* spin & statistics, PCT
* structural results 
  & axiomatics

Historical development
of QFT in CST, outline

1995...today
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Simple model: linear scalar field
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Generalized to
static black-holes by

Sewell (1982),

Haag-Narnhofer-Stein
                     (1984)

Summers-R.V. (1996)

Interlude: Hawking effect and Bisognano-Wichmann

Bisognano-Wichmann (1973)
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Some lessons from “particle creation” effects

Concepts of “particle” or “ground state” in curved spacetime are
strongly dependent on certain global or asymptotic “reference”
systems,

i.e. “observers” in the sense of distinguished states or observables.

The (local) interpretation of physical processes in generic curved 
spacetimes should not be based on the concept of “particle” or
“vacuum” but on (relations between) local field quantities, i.e.
local observables. 

Of special interest is ,

the expectation value of the stress- energy-tensor in a physical state,
since it appears on the right hand side of the the semiclassical Einstein 
equations, 
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Stress-Energy and Hadamard states

What properties should have?

*  should depend covariantly on the spacetime metric

 *  divergence-free: = 0

Wald 1977:

Theorem: 

(1) The difference of different descriptions for defining 
                    
      depends locally on spacetime metric and is divergence-free

(2) The point-splitting + Hadamard singularity subtraction yields a defn

      for                     with the required properties
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Simple model: linear scalar field

C* version by Dimock (1980)
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smooth,
metric-dependent
part
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is a PDE

  metric-dependent
  singular part

 -
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Hadamard states = states with 2-point correlation of Hadamard form
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Microlocal Spectrum Condition
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Quantum Energy Inequalities  (QEIs)
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Relations between the conditions:
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Since energy densities of quantum fields (in physical states) need not be
positive, there is the possibility to obtain spacetimes with pathological
causal behaviour (e.g. closed timelike curves, wormholes...) as solutions
to the semiclassical Einstein equations.
(And this could be hinting at very unusual effects in quantum gravity.)

But microlocal spectrum condition and QEIs put strong limits to this
a priori possibility.

Ruling out “Designer Spacetimes”
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Recent progress on this question by Fewster-Roman 2005,
Fewster-Smith 2008
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Local covariant QFT  (R.V. 2001, Hollands-Wald 2001, Brunetti-Fredenhagen-R.V. 2003) 
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Local covariant QFT has a functorial structure

Category of 4-dim globally hyperbolic spacetimes

Category of unital *-algebras
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Covariant quantum field = natural transformation

The stress-energy-tensor of a linear quantum field defined before is a
local, covariant quantum field in this sense. 
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Structural results making use of local general covariance
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Structural results making use of local general covariance
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Perturbative Construction of Interacting Models
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Recently, Hollands (2008) has extended this construction to the case

of the Yang-Mills-model in curved spacetime.
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Topics not treated

*  (Local, covariant) superselection theory on curved spacetime
    (Guido, Longo, Roberts, R.V.; Brunetti, Ruzzi)

*  vN-algebraic structure of Hadamard representations
    (R.V.; Hollands, D'Antoni)

*  Scattering theory (Dimock, Kay; Bachelot)

*  Asymptotia, holography (Rehren; Dappiaggi, Moretti, Pinamonti)

*  “Geometric modular action” on curved spacetimes; 
     special representations on de Sitter spacetimes 
     (Buchholz, Summers, Mund et al; Bros, Epstein, Moschella)

*  New reference states on FRW cosmological spacetimes and new
    results on cosmological particle creation (Olbermann; R.V., Degner)

*  Local thermal equilibrium states (Buchholz et al, Schlemmer, R.V.)

*  Applications of results and techniques of QFT in CST to
    cosmology (Hollands, Wald; Fredenhagen, Dappiaggi, Pinamonti...
    + more to come in the timelike future!)
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The next 50 years

QFT in CST reaches a mature state; further development will
make it possible to calculate effects relevant to cosmology from
first principles.

Thus, it is likely that its importance will be growing.

A lot depends on the appropiate blend of conceptual clarity
and applicability.

QFT in CST once was a very fashionable topic...it may or may
not come into fashion again – at any rate it will continue to be 
very closely interlaced with algebraic quantum field theory, to
the benefit of both domains of research.
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In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different

Coco Chanel
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